
Trojans take care of business and earn road trip to Newbury Park on Valentine's Day: 
 

Hillcrest (22-8):      13-23-14-15=65 
Beaumont (17-12): 08-14-14-09=45 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside, CA (Hillcrest HS)- 
 
Hillcrest coach Jackson Wood sensed some early nerves from his team in their CIF-SS division 
3AA game against Beaumont as both sides struggled to put points on the board early in 
Wednesday's game. However once the Trojans offense ,led by Sebastian Mendoza, got going 
they were able to hold off a competitive Cougars squad which made this 20 point margin of 
victory a lot closer than it was. Hillcrest earned a 2nd round road trip to Newbury Park, who 
defeated AB Miller 65-50, with a 65-45 victory at home.  
 
Wood remarked afterwards "We knew the offense would come but you could definitely tell we 
were nervous coming out tonight by the fact that we were missing layups. The scary thing is 
we're still trying to put things together, even at this point in the season. I can't wait to see what it 
looks like when we do."  
 
Tied at four after a basket from Beaumont's Jayden Fordham the Trojans responded with a 9-2 
run to take what eventually became their 13-8 lead after a quarter. Keith Hall connected on a 
layup & two free throws, Mendoza hit a pair of free throws, and Chris Anderson chipped in one 
three pointer in that stretch.  
 
Eventually both sides settled down and were able to string together solid offensive possessions. 
Mendoza's jumper on a baseline out of bounds play gave the Trojans their first double digit lead 
of 20-8 with 5:20 until halftime. Kamari Ross connected on a three pointer with 4:15 to go pulling 
Beaumont to within 20-13 of Hillcrest. Jayson Wilitz had a three pointer with 1:45 left, restoring a 
ten point lead at 32-22. It would be a 36-22 lead for the Trojans at intermission.  
 
Riley Sutton had consecutive baskets & James Christian a three pointer to pull Beaumont within 
a dozen at 46-34 with two minutes to go in quarter three. Christian's jumper as the quarter 
ended kept them at a 14 point deficit.  
 
After Sutton opened the fourth quarter with a putback Hillcrest went on a 9-0 run which put them 
up 59-38 and took all suspense out of the end of this game. Hall hit a three and Mendoza had 
consecutive mid range baskets,  one from the baseline on an out of bounds play during that run.  
 
Freshman Dennis Evans is Hillcrest's man in the middle and made life very difficult for 
Beaumont in the paint with numerous blocks & altered shots. After the win he said "Once I 



stepped on the floor today those nerves slowly went away. That wait to take the floor was a 
lengthy one today but I definitely try to enjoy my time in the classroom also."  
 
 
 
 
 
 


